Many speech recognition systems [Lee88], [Shi85] , [Hua92] , use multiple information streams to compute HMM output probabilities (e.g. systems based on semicontinuous or discrete HMM's use one codebook for cepstral coefficients, and another one for delta cepstral coefficients). The final score is a weighted sum of the contributions of every stream. These weights can be found empirically and usually the same set of weights is used for every acoustic model. There is reason to believe that there are features which are more important for some acoustic models than for others. Especially, one would expect the beginning and ending segment of a phoneme to be more context dependent than the middle part, so in that case the probability estimator of the speec.h recognizer should put more emphasis on the delta-spectrum than on the spectrum. Experiments [Shi85], [Boc93], have shown that spectral or cepstral coefficients are more important than their derivatives and more important than power or delta-power coefficients. ln this paper we propose an algorithm for learning individual stream weights for every HMM state. Since these individual weights are a superset of the stream-only dependent weights, they can reproduce the results of the stream-only dependent weights and, additionally, discriminate between HMM states. Thus, the recognition performance must improve.
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1. TRAININ(: (:onsider a system which uses 71 informat,ion streams. At a given time t , and for a given HMMstate S, each information strearn i will compute a class-dependent probability J:(ztl.S'), where zt is the speech signal a t time t . The overall probability for state S a t time t is then P ( z t ( S ) = ny=, Pi(ztI,Y)**, where cri is a weightingfactor for the i-th stream (sometimes called codebook exponent). We also demand 0 < cri < 1 and cri = I , to make sure that P(ztl,S) is a probability. We suggest to use a different cri for each HMM s t a k A' , thus defining
Here cri(.Y) reflects the importance of stream i for the HMM state ,S. A large o;(S) will let stream i have a greater impact on the overall probability of S. lJsrially HMM-based speech recognition systems use -log P(z,I,S) instead of P(ztl,'i') for computing state sequence probabilities. This nieans that n -logf(zrJ.Y) = ~-l o g q z t I , s ' ) 'crI(S) (2) i=l Now, we would like to train oi(,Y) such that, some optimization criterion is met. During training, thc forced aligment procedure finds an optimal path. If a t some time t the HMM-state on the optimal 1-2 17 0-7803-1775-0194 $3.00 0 1994 IEEE path, C', did not get the highest probability of all states, then there is some other state that has the highest probability, and we will adjust our pararneters to increase the probability for (,' and to decrease the probability for H. If the state on the optimal path already has the highest probability, no training will occur at all. Now, let cl(t) be the contribution of stream i to the score for the correct state (,' a t time t , and let LF't(n,C') := -log P ( z t ( ( : ) , so c t ( t ) := -log Pi(ztl(,') antl LPt(n,(,') = E:=, c i ( t ) . mi((:). Let b i ( t ) be the contribution of the stream i to the srore for the best state H a t timet (i.e. the state with the highest probability). This means that
Cyxl ci (t) . ni(C:) 5 Cy=, bi(t) . ni(H). The goal of the training procedure is to modify tri(H) and
( n , C ) decreases and LF't(n, H )
increases. For that, we need to compute the derivative of
LPt((u, ,S') with respect to ni(S).
The update rule will then be:
We can easily see, that in the general rase the updated system will produce a higher probability for the correct Viterbi-path (or for some given labels). Note that the partial derivative (*)
will not yield the correct result since the (Y%(,S) antl nj(,5') are not independent from each other herause of the above mentioned summation constraint. So any gradient descent step must result in a set of cq(,5')'s which meet this constraint. Without this constraint the probability of a state S could be increased most, by increasing all ni(,S'), which we don't want because we would like to discriminate between different features. The feature weights used in the experiment,s from which we extracted the original error rate were fixed a t 0.55 for feature Fa (16 niel scale spectral coefficients) and 0.45 for feature 4 (16 delta spectral coefficients). This is the same ratio as the one used in [Lee88], [Hua92] . We have verified that these values are in fact the best choice for fixed feature weights in our system. All experiments were performed without using a sigmoid, the stepsize X was chosen to modify the feature weights by no more than +/ -0.1 per iteration.
In agreement with other results [Shi85] , we have found that the optimal models of different phonemrs depend on different features more heavily. Even diflerent parts of the same phoneme rely on tlifferent features. The following figure shows the development of the feature weights for the beginning, middle, and final segments averaged over all phonemes:
beginning middle final segment segment segment 0.02 towards favoring spectral coefficients We can see that the weights of the beginning antl the final segments were trained to put more cuiphasis on the delta spectral features, while t,lie weights for the middle segments favored the spectral features. This observation, however, is not, enough convincing to say that generally all the phone boundary states are more dependent on delta coefficients. Except, for some few phonemes we have not found the relative importance of thc different streams to be significantly homogenous over of phonemes like vowels or consonant,s. Since we were using generalized triphones, t,lirrr is also no reliable way to tell whether some class of contexts is tending more towards one feat.ure or t,owards the ot,her. The following diagram shows the gradient for each of the 48 phonemes of onr system, averaged over all contexts and HMM states. We can see t,tiat, some phonernes like S antl SH antl even the silence
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phoneme tend more to favoring delta-coefficients, although one might expect that these phonemes' acoustics are rather static. and less context dependent. The explanation for this observation is the fact that delta coefficients do model the dynamics of a signal hut not necessarily the context. A stable context-independent signal like silence also has very stable delta coefficients. greater numbers of features, like e.g. delta-spectralcoeffic.ients, delta-delta-spectral-coe~cients, power, delta-power and delta-delta-power. Certainly, one may expect different results for other pairs of feature and delta-feature. Experiments with nongeneralized triphones including crossword triphones will give us more information about the tlependence of the stream weights on the different types of contexts.
